Books

A hall of mirrors
Making the News by Peter Galding and
Philip Elliot. London and New York:
Longman, 1979. 241 pages.
Making the News is the result of an ambitiously conceived and competently executed
cross-cultural inquiry into the organizational
and phenomenological processes involved in
“making” news broadcasts in Eire, Sweden,
and Nigeria. The three countries were chosen
because (a) they represent a wide spectrum of
socioeconomic conditions, e.g., per capita incomes range from $201 in Nigeria to $7557 in
Sweden; (b)they represent a variety of cultural
traditions and news philosophies; and (c) they
were accessible--news organizations in these
countries were “drastically unrepresentative”
of news organizations throughout the world in
their willingness to guarantee researchers access to all relevant people, places, and documentation. However, in other respects, the authors assure us, they do not differ substantially
from news organizations in other countries.
In my view, the generalizability of the study
is limited by the fact that all three cases are
heavily influenced by British broadcasting. As
former colonies, that influence is writ large
upon Irish and Nigerian newsmaking. In Sweden, the influence is less critical, producing organizational rather than cultural consequences,
since Swedish planners consciously modeled
their broadcast organization after the BBC
model. Perhaps “the media are American” or
Anglo-American, as Tunstall has suggested.
Perhaps it is impossible to find uncontaminated
cases within Hamelink‘s “corporate village” of
the existing world information order. But if the
problem of access can be bridged, there are undoubtedly better (more diverse or “international”) cases available for comparison. Nevertheless, on the basis of criteria such as basic
structures enfranchised for broadcasting, ongoing regulatory processes, and mechanisms
available for overt state intervention, Golding
and Elliot maintain that the three cases do represent different types of relationships between
broadcasting and the state: “mediated” in Swe-

den, “interventionist” in Ireland, and “accomodatory” in Nigeria. They do not indicate
whether they consider their typology exhaustive. Of the three types, the “mediated” model
insures greatest autonomy to news organizations and most nearly realizes the pluralist
principle of Liberal ideology.
But this book is not intended as an exercise in
ideological criticism or as a partisan entry in
the continuing debate on cultural domination.
Rather, Golding and Elliot depend upon the
older (and, in other hands, more reactionary)
concept of “diffusion,” as well as an amalgam
of more innovative sociological ideas such as
“professional practice” and the “structure of
news routines,” to provide the focal concepts of
their inquiry. Borrowing from the phenomenological tradition of media analysis pioneered
by Epstein, Tuchman, Altheide, Hall, and others, they attempt to uncover “fundamental aspects of news which transcend the particular
problems of a single country or organization.”
Golding, Elliot, and their research associates
do not undertake this Panglossian venture as innocents. They are keenly aware of the ways in
which hierarchical structures routinely skew
news constructions in all organizational contexts, whether “accomodatory,” “interventionist,’’ or “mediated.” They emphasize the
genesis of newsmaking in the desire of elites for
information useful in securing and enhancing
control over their physical and social environments, and they recognize that news values
bear the imprimatur of the imperatives of
Euro-American commercial cultures. They
view news as ideology and consider “journalistic objectivity” as no more than a label for a set
of organizational rules and routines which are
enforced in order to create coherent worldviews which are manifestly conservative:
world-views which systematically obfuscate the
structure of economic power in industrial society.
Moreover, the authors are not insensitive to
history. They recognize the Janus-headed character of comparative methods which reveal
“not only the universals of news production,
but also the differences, the alternative solutions which arise in different situations to the
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varying problems of broadcast journalism.”
Therefore their account of each case is placed
within a fact-packed contextual frame. Thus,
for example, they describe how the British colonial government organized radio on a wired
rather than broadcast model in order to insure
the hegemony of their control in Nigeria. And
they provide fascinating insights into how, in
spite of (or perhaps because of) this enforced
electronic isolation, members of the Nigerian
independence movement were able to skillfully
turn British ideological commitments to press
liberty to their own advantage in real-politiks.
The authors observed news production processes in the newsrooms of the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation in Lagos, the Western Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation in Ibadan,
Radio-Television Kaduna in Nigeria, Sveriges
Radio in Sweden, and Radio Telefis Eireann in
Ireland, followed by a series of formal interviews with news personnel in each setting, as
well as by extensive archival research and content analysis of bulletins from every news program produced in each setting during two 14day periods in 1971 and 1972. They report that
“even in highly varied cultural and organizational settings broadcast news emerges with
surprisingly similar forms and contents.”
Clearly, Golding and Elliot do not regard these
forms and contents as facilitating critical reason or encouraging efforts toward greater social
and economic justice. Yet, they are skeptical of
proposals to reform broadcast journalism by
lengthening broadcasts, introducing more background information, providing journalists with
better training, or transforming journalistic reports into sociological studies. Nor do they favor surrendering claims to objectivity in favor
of the more personal genres of reporting embraced by the “new journalism,” or providing
greater support for “investigative reporting.”
To the contrary, they contend that
broadcast news, as conventionally understood, is inherently incapable of adequately
portraying so&l process. An alternative solution is to recognise these limitations and concentrate on alternative methods of satisfying
the functions of news. . . . It necessitates a reconsideration of the role and structure of
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broadcasting as a knowledge-creating medium, and a radical questioning of the complex of relationships between broadcasting
and society.
In spite of its failure to secure a truly international sample of cases, Golding and Elliot’s
volume does succeed in raising radical questions regarding the relationships between
broadcasting and society-a significant accomplishment. However, the authors are less than
candid to the extent that they leave the impression that what they say about objectivist rituals
and professional practice in journalism does not
apply with similar resonance to the dramaturgy
of objectivity and rules of professional practice
in sociology and communication studies. For
the dilemma of all truly radical critiques of objectivism is that they inevitably lead their authors into a hall of mirrors from which there is
no escape. Inhabitants of these glass houses can
either shut their eyes and risk dogmatism or
they can strike a pose of philosophic reflexivity
and confront the irony of their predicament.
Unfortunately, Golding and Elliot are on the
verge of nodding.
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Coping with the future
Computers and Privacy in the Next Decade
edited by Lance J. H o b a n . New
York: Academic Press, 1980.197 pages.
New Views: Computers and New MediuAnxiety and Hopes. Report by The
Commission on New Information
Technology. Stockholm, 1979. 90
pages.
The Swedish Government’s Commission on
New Information Technology has issued a report which discusses computerized information
processing by examining broadcast teletext,
videotex, and telefacsimile-forms presently
available in some countries, particularly Britain, where Ceefax and Oracle have already

